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University contracts
new medical service
"If you don't have insurance,
we will cover it," said Farrell.
However. "we will underwrite it,
but put it on the students' tuition
bill."
Farrell said the decision was
made to contract the new service
to alleviate resident assistants from
duties that they are not trained nor
insured to perform.
"The RAs have been stuck
taking them [students)," Farrell
said. The RAs have used their
own cars to transport students to
hospitals, putting both the RA and
the student in potential danger.
"We don't have insurance on

John RJhorne

CN correspondent
John Carroll students have a
new emergency medical service
available to them. A private ambulance service will now respond
to the needs of students who have
"fallen between the cracks" in the
past. said Dean of Students, Joe
Farrell.
According to Farrell. the Physicians Ambulance in South
Euclid, has been contracted at no
cost to the university. However.
the students' insurance will be
billed to cover the cost of the
service.

Campus rape
•
semtnars
are
under\Vay
were reported to the Jaw enforcement officials and masks the actual occurrence of rape at John
Carroll.
One student, a former resident
assistant, said many rapes have
occurred on campus and warned.
"Don't think you are immune to
something just because you are at
a Jesuit college."
Campion Resident Hall Director Karen Cullen hosted the discussion and made students aware
of the extent of the rape problem at
college campuses. According to
Cullen. one quarter of all collegeaged women reported being the
victims of rape or date rape; half
of all rapes at colleges occurring
while on a date; 18.5 years as the
average age of a rape victim in this
country; and one-twelfth of all
See SEMINAR, page 5

~J. &m~ana
Stoff Reporter

As part of a campus-wide program implemented in each residence hall this month, Dr. Marian
Extejt, John Carroll Sexual HarassmentBoard member, and John
Roper of Counseling Services
discussed issues of rape, sexual
harassment and communication
between the sexes. The discussion
opened with a video presentation
dramatizing a date rape.
According to Extejt, the program was coordinated well in advance of last week's CN report of
an alleged rape on campus. The
program was intended to increase
awareness of issues of rape and
sexual harassment.
Extejt told the students that the
annual crime report issued by the
university contains only rapes that
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them [RAsl." Farrell said.
When 91 I is called,the student
is automatically taken to Hillcrest
Hospital in Mayfield. The new
service will take a student to any
of the area hospitals.
This new service is available
for extreme medical cases that the
University Heights Fire and Rescue will not treat. According to
Farrell, these cases include drug
and alcohol related incidents. In
such cases, Farrell said students
may become uncontrollable,
which could put the RA in a potentially dangerous situation.
In some cases, Farrell said. the
student may need special treatment
that can not be performed at
Hillcrest .
Although the service will take
the student to any area hospital,
there is also a charge for the service, where there is not when callmg 911
Farrell estimated the new service will only be used five times a
year. "Wearenotgoingtouse911
any less."

JCU Blue Streaks ranked 20th in nation

John Carroll students
encouraged to vote locally
Joseph M. Guoy
Assistont News Ed1for

John Carroll students are apparent!) a sought-after commodity this · election year if early
campaign visits to campus arc
any indicator.
From Sept. 27-29. a local judicial candidate and a school levy
supporter will be on campus promoting voter registration amoung

Carroll students.
Sponsored in part by Shaker
Heights Municipal Court candidate Blaise Charles Giusto. the
"mass voter registration'' will take
place in the Atrium during meal
hours. Deputy registrars will be
presenL to register university students as voters for the upcoming
local elections.
"It's been an idea for man)

Alcohol, weapons
•
•
crimes
Increase;
report says
Derek Dioz
News Editor
Arrests for liquor and weapons
violations showed the biggest
jump in campus crime categories
in the 1993 Annual Security Report, which was released recently
by John Carroll University officials.
According to statistics compiled by Diane Ward, Assistant
Controller, liquor arrests on campus increuscd from zero 1n 1991to
16 in 1992. Weapons' arrests
jumped from ;cro to two. while
hurglary Mrcsb \~ere nearly

halved from a 1991 level of I 3 to
seven in I 992.
Ward clarified the difference
between what the University
considers a robbery and what it
considers a burglery.
"In a robbery, something is
physically taken from your person; i.e. someone walks in and
demands something of you by
force," Ward said. "A burglary
involves someone going into a
residence hall or an office or a
classroom and stealing something while the victim is not
Sec Report, page 5

months." said Giusto, a resident
ofUniversity Heights. "Somelegislations impact every student at
John Carroll. thl!refore. they
should have a voice in the elections."
Marilyn McGlaughlin, mP.rnber of the Citizens for Heights
School Levy. is helping to arrange
the registration process with the
help of the Student Union. ··we
want to encourage voting in the
general community as well as in
the university community,'' said
McGlaughlin.
According to Judy Horgan.
graduate of JCU and staff worker
for Giusto, she contacted Phil
Kangas. president of the Student
Union, with the idea last week.
"Absentee ballots will be available for those whoaren' tcurrently
residents of University Heights,"
said Horgan. "We want to make
the entire process as easy as possible."
Their visit follows that of
Shaker Heights Municipal Court
Judge candidate Virgil Brown, Jr.,
who spoke to campus students
about new DUI laws last week.
"Students need to realize that
they are a strong force." said
Giusto "You students are residents of my neighborhood. therefore. it"s your neighborhood too.''
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commentary

A semester's wisdom from Ireland

A BAD TIME FOR PHONE TAG.

editorial

o

The binding of community service
During the past few weeks, the Atrium has been filled with opportunities
to volunteer. Project Gold recruited volunteers, as did Campus Ministry
and the Center for Community Service.
In previous years, after students added their names to the lists of those
interested in volunteering, they sometimes felt like they had been forgotten. Sure, they may have signed up to tutor or work in a soup kitchen, but
often they were never contacted. Sometimes schedule conflicts prevented
participation. Other times they just gave up because they felt they weren't
needed.
But, with the publication of the Community Service Opportunities
booklet, the Center for Community Service has provided a way for
members of the Carroll community to find service opportunities after the
initial frenzy of volunteer sign-ups.
Finally volunteerism on campus has become consistent and unified.
Because the booklet is«~ by subjeet. it enables individuals to
find lhey rypc of service which appeals to them. Interest areas offered range
from Arts and Culture to Homelessness to Recreation/Outdoors. Additionally, all Project Gold, Campus Ministry and Center for Community Service
offerings are listed, along with contact names and phone numbers so
students will no longer feel forgotten.
Yes, this booklet will unify us to serve others, but where is it?
Copies were distributed at the Community Service - Make it So!
Conference and a limited numbe( are still available at the Center for
Community Service, in the basement of the Administration Building. Most
students, however, have never even seen this booklet.
If the effort to promote community service is to be seen as more than a
superficial attempt at publicity, the Center for Community Service must
make this booklet readily available.
The booklet then must be read. Action will follow.

Spirits high, although Indians fall
The crack of the bat and the sound of the cheering crowd filled the ears
and hearts of over 1,500 Cleveland youngsters and their faro ilies at the John
Carroll University Community Service Day.
Thanks to the contributions of many Carroll alumni, the Center for
Community Service, the Student Union, Alumni Relations and the Development Office, the bleachers were filled. People came together for a
night out with their families.
Hooray for the efforts of the many people involved in the project which
raised all its money from contributions. By selling tickets to alumni for
$10, Alumni Relations was able to buy nine tickets for needy children and
their families. Along with the help of alumni, the Student Union sold
tickets to students. The proceeds benefited Families of Cleveland United
by Students (FOCUS).
Many of the same agencies with which Carroll students volunteer helped
distribute the tickets to kids. Through the help of these 14 Cleveland
service agencies like the Boy Scouts, Catholic Big Brothers and Big
Sisters, and area schoob, many kids, along with John Carroll students,
faculty, staff, and of course the alumni, were able to see one of the last
Indians' games at the stadium. Although the Indians lost to the Baltimore
Orioles, many of the kids out there won big, thanks to the efforts of the
people here.

A
few the U.S. I learned to accept accurate critimonths ago I cism and clarify any misunderstandings
returned to the about America.
We have images of what the Irish are
United States
after spending like and they also have stereotypes about
five and half Americans. They sometimes describe us as
months in Ire- loud, flashy, and always busy making some
land on an ex- sort of trivial inventions. "What will those
change pro- Americans think of next," an Irish girl said
Carolyn Sennett
gram.
to me.
Profiles Editor
The Irish students and adults are very
Although the
numerous orientation programs prepared interested in world affairs. They know all
me for living in a new country, the lessons about President Clinton and leaders around
.the world.
were more than I could imagine.
Most of us do not even know that Mary
The first crashing impression on me was
Robbinson
is the President of Ireland. OfOf
course,
walking
that I was a tourist
around with a a camera hanging from my ten times I was embarrassed that they knew
neck and a L.L. Bean bag on my back does so much about my country and I knew so
scream tourist, but there was a lasting effect little about theirs.
On the whole they are more worldly.
on me. As a visitor, I was the outsider, no
longer comfortable in a familiar environ- Most Europeans know another language in
addition. to their native tongue. wished
ment.
This was a new and humbling feeling many times that I would have seriously
not to be a partofthe majority. Many stared studied French in high school.
Yet my eyes were opened by my experiat my clothes and I was labeled asoneofthe
ences to realize all of these things. My
new Americans on campus.
At home I was labeled as a John Carroll education extended beyond a formal
student but not many people in Ireland classroom setting. I learned a great deal
about Irish traditions and culture.
heard of JCU.
The Irish students learned about
I was not treated as a minority but I often
felt this way. The Irish are familiar with American life too.
Once I put my " touristy" camera down,
American tourists.
A large number of people visit the coun- the friendships developed.
I was still teasingly called a "Yank" but
try every year and apartofthe local economy
is dependent on the tourist trade.
we accepted one another beyond preAlthough I am oflrish descent, it seems conceived notions. I was accepted as an
that almost all American tourist in Ireland individual beyond my loud, flashy,
have Irish heritage somewhere. So having 1\merican tags and I learned a lesson about
Irish ancestors did not really create a link the life.
between the Irish and myself.
Often l was challenged about being
American and I witnessed how others view

hits & misses

o

··-

Miss: Inoperable phone lines in many
of the residence hall lobbies.
How is the new escort policy supposed
to work if we can't reach anyone from the
lobby'? Phone lists would also make the
policy easier to implement.

Hit: The John Carroll Volleyball team
is ranked 13th in the NCAA Division III.
Now let's get more fans at the games.
H it: Senior Happy Hour on the tennis
courts. It's good to see the Senior Class
officers use ingenuity for social functions.
Can't wait to see what Safe Rides wi II be
like this year.

H it: School of Business Dean's
Workshop for graduating seniors.
It sparked students to prepare for the
future n ow.

Miss: Where's the printer in the Campion Hall computer lab? The simple addition
of printing facilities would save students
time and frustration. Isn't that supposed to
be the point?

Miss: One-third of all those receiving
Bachelor's Degrees this year will obtain
only minimum wag.e jobs. Ouch.
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letters
Rape victim supports decision
not to prosecute
To the Editor:
Jn November of 1991, I was also a victim of sexual
assault on campus by an acquaintance. After blacking out,
I awoke the next day and thinking that I should do the only
thing that I could, called the Student Health Services,
reporting the attack to them. At that time I was given the
number of a clergy member and told to speak to her. When
told by this person, ·'Don't worry, your future husband may
not be able to tell," I began seeing the prejudice I would
encounter if I prosecuted - "She asked for it," "She's
feeling guilty ... " Needless to say, I did not prosecute due
to this fact , and also I felt that my face would be known
around campus as "the girl who was assaulted," and
somehow people would not understand.
At the end of the school year, my assailant decided not
to return to JCU. I have written this in full support of the
alleged victim in deciding not to prosecute. She should
also know that I have been able to go on with my life.
Having my assailant no longer on campus has helped me to
do so. And, if anyone feels that it is a cowardly thing to donot to prosecute- how could you possibly know unless it
has happened to you?
Name withheld upon request

Students believe CN fails in
presenting all sides
To the Editor:
In reference to the article entitled "Alleged Rape," in the
9- I 6edition of The Carroll News, there are more important
issues we feel should be addressed. First of all, we think
victims should be commended for coming forward. Often
times, in our society the victim is seen as the instigator,
which makes it difficult to speak out. Also, we think this
article depicted rape as an insignificant crime.
It was refreshing to hear the University admit that these
things do indeed happen at John Carroll, but not only do we
need to know that rape exists, we have the right to be
informed of all of our options. One of these options we feel
was brushed aside in the article was that the victim does
have the right to press charges, and can handle the situation
outside the University. We respect this lady's decision not
to prosecute; however, the article seemed to illustrate that
as the only alternative.
What was the purpose of this article? As editor of The
Carroll News, your job is to convey every angle of the
situation. If something this important is going to be in the
paper, a much better job should have been done to communicate the message that rape is a criminal offense, not an
"educational tool."
Eric Rapp
Sara Mitchell
Class of 1995

Student upholds Union's image
To the Editor:
I would like to respond to the letter that appeared in the
9-16 issue of The Carroll News claiming that the Student
Union acted in an unfair manner toward Zeta Tau Omega.
I am not presently, nor have I ever been involved in any

to

the

3

editor

capacity with the Student Union. However, I am well
aware of the hard work and dedication that the executive
officers, and for that ma!ler, a lithe other participants oft he
Union, put forth on a daily basis. These individuals have
committed a great deal of their time and energy to serving
the student body. Accordingly, they should not have to
stand for unfounded attempts to smear the reputation of the
Union.
It seems to me that the claim that it was, without a
shadow of a doubt, the agentl. of the Student Union that
were responsible for removing the sign is highly questionable. There arc a number of parties that could have
removed the sign, as it was hung it a public place. How
docs Miss Okoniewski know that it was the Union who
decided to remove the sign? The number of persons that
had the opportunity to remove the sign is quite large and
includes the cleaning service, other fraternities and sororities, as well as any passing student. As far as motive is
concerned, what possible reason could the Union have for
removing the sign?
The sole purpose of Miss Okoniewski •s letter seems to
have been to antagonize the individuals involved with the
Union. Loaded words such as "incompetency," "corruption," and "selfishness" seem to be included for the purpose
of winning sympathy for Zeta Tau Omega and stirring up
anger toward the Union. If the sorority had a legitimate
complaint, there are far more appropriate methods by
which to deal with such concerns. These methods most
certainly do not involve slandering individuals in a public
forum. Were any members of Zeta Tau Omega at last
week's Student Union meeting? Perhaps if there had been,
and they had attempted to resolve the conflict in a professional manner and still met with resistance, then, they
would have been justified in their outlandish claims.
The Jetter raises the question of"Whose interests are the
members of the Student Union serving anyway?" I think
the answer to that question was made powerfully clear
during Welcome Back Week. The activities that were
planned demonstrated the extent to which the Union works
to serve the student body. A large number of individuals
put in a great deal of effort to make the week a success, but
the members of Zeta Tau Omega seem to have overlooked
that little detail.
The questio ns concerning corruption and selfishness
are completely unfounded, and, in all honesty, should not
even be addressed. Would the sisterhood of Zeta Tau
Omega really have us believe that the removal of a sign for
a reason that is unclear is evidence of corruption?
Perhaps the most offensive segment of Miss
Okoniewski's Jetter concerned her believe that she will
single-handedly be able to prevent these "fools" from
retaining office. Who is she trying to fool? No one but
herself. This statement is a clear indication of her true
motivation in writing the Jetter- to attempt to damage the
reputation of the Union.
I question not only Miss Okoniewski's motives, but her
facts as well. Anyone who feels the need to attack an
organization as professional and competent as the Student
Union should first attempt to find the kind of dedication
and service in his/her own life that these people exert on a
daily basis.
Michael Colyer
Class of I 995

~

Mcole is now at

Terry's for hair

5146 Mayfield Road •lyndhurst, Ohio 44124

r&.._
449-6942
~ ~Haircuts for
John Carroll Students
Just $12!

Chirayath praises forum article
To the Editor:
I want to congratulate Mary Anne Soltis on her forum
article in the 9- 16 issue of The CarrolL News entitled "Faulty
perceptions result from limited experiences." The principles
alluded to in the article come right out of an Introductory
Sociology class. The image of Colombia only in terms of
drugs or Juan valley suggest our own limitations in appreciating other cultures. I wish that more students could
have such experiences. Mary Anne's article illustrates
Mark Twain's point when he wrote: "Travel is fatal to
prejudice, bigotry and narrow minded ness- all foes to real
understanding."
Yerghese J . Chirayath
Director, International Studies Center
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology

New CO professor invites all to
join the Audience Debate Forum
To the Editor:
I would like to welcome the University Community to
the birth of a new tradition- the John Carroll University
Audience Debate Forum. The Audience Debate Forum
(ADF) is dedicated to providing students and faculty with
a forum in which to express their ideas on the important
issues of our time. The JCU Debate Society and the
Department of Communications will host six ADFs per
year, with topics ranging from campus issues to international
concerns.
The hottest issue in the country is President Clinton's
health care package, a proposal that could fundamentally
alter almost every aspect of our lives. Whether you arc
healthy or ill, rich or poor, old or young, Clinton's proposal
may affect you in many, many ways.
Of course, his plan is not the only one. Both the
Republicans and the Democrats have counter proposals.
and the national debate over health care is about to begin in
earnest. Why not begin the debate with us?
Come, be part of the forum. The flexible design allows
you to participate in a variety of ways. If you have an
opinion, we want you to share it. \1 you uon ' \ , com e h l>\Cn
and you will have a base upon which ro form your ideas. lt
will be a fun-filled hour of exchanging ideas. Jsn 't that
what college is supposed to be about?
Brent Brossmann
Professor of Communications

Editor's Note: The Carroll News reserves the right to
refuse anonymous letters to the editor. However, if an
agreemem is reached with the editor under special circumstances, names may be withheld to protect the identity of the letter writer.

Top Ten M ost
Bogus Things
on Earth:
10. The Donut Diet
9. Cars that can talk
8. "Do Not Remove Under
Penalty of Law· tags on
matresses
7. Pop quiz on Monday
following major weekend
6. 1-900-DEBBY
5. Lawn flamingos
4. Imitation cheese
3. Referee in Professional
wresting
2. Did we mention the p op
quiz?
1. Drugs
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Sexism: alive and kicking in the U.S. today
Tara K. Meyer
Forum Wnter

What year is 11 you say? 1993- the "yearofthc woman?"
Arc you sure? Yes, that is the year, hut I think it's time for
a reality check-sexism is alive, and it is feasting on the very
denial of its presence in SOCiety toda).
I, too, \\3'> tn denial until this summer- sexism \~.>as to
me someth1ng women of the sixties fought. women of the
seventies battled women of the eighties won, and women
of the nineucs need not worry about 'Jow I sec this
statement a-. na'1\ctc, but it took a run-in \\lth \exism to
prO\'C it to me.
This summer. I worked m the Ohio House or Representatives as a page. I went into the expenence with
IdealistiC. dreams of democracy, and the inherent equality
of al men. Well, I found at lca-.t the latter part is true-all
men are equal, hut arc all in some v.ay superior to women
(according to some.)
Before I went to work, Jwas warned by many people of
the dangers of being a woman and working around many
men with somewhat questionable intention-.. Armed with
this knowledge, l arrived at \\Orkin a pantsuit and\\ ith m)
hatr tied up in an extremely professional French twist. I
thought there could surely be no question that I was an
Intelligent, business minded, confident human bc1ng-oh,
but I forgot one thing- I am a woman, and that fact makes
all the difference.
Immediately, I began noucing strange happenings all
around me. All of the secretaries on my floor (and I later
discovered, in the entire building) were women. Could it
be that men were simply genetically unable to type, file,
answer the phone with a plcasant-sound1ng votce, and
perform other secretarial duties? No, it is simply derogatory to their very masculinity to be hired as secretaries-in
fact, it is prohibited to hire a male secretary in the House.
This seemed odd to me, until J was told that I, as a woman,
could not cover the Sergeant-at-Arms desk in h1s absence
unless there was no male page to be found anywhere that
could do a more acceptable job of sitting and looking
attentive.

the 1ssue up with some higher authority. but to whom (Ould
I take 1t? After all. I was 1n government-the very scat of
equality! Could it be that our Amen can ideals have somehow fallen 'hort? Perhaps, but try telling that to the
Speaker of the House and sec how many minutes it takes
you to lose your job The fact is that to be a working
woman. you have to play along wah all the games and try
to main tam some ~cnsc of integrity, and then maybe, only
maybe, will you achieve your goals in the end.
The truly sad thing is that women work against each
other tn the workplace. I heard comments about a certain

However, I was pleased to find out that a male could not
cover lhe receptionist's desk in her absence, as a woman is
always notably more receptive than a man.
It was then that I started to realiLe the world 1s, by and
large, simply a large boy's club with women only allowed
in if they are non-threatening. The pictures of golf outing
that hung on the v.allsofma~ of the male representative's
offices never once included a woman. It occurred to me that
many business deals are made on the golf course, and that
if women arc not there. they arc simply kept out of
important bus mess opportunities It was then that I decided
to learn golf.
Perhaps the hardest part ol this experience was the \\a)
many of the men Ob.JCCtificd the women, including myself.
no matter what we did to prove ourselves as a person with
a bnun Comnll'nts like "I w1sh 'he'd wearhighcrheeb and
shorter sk.irts. ··or "She's cute" or e\'en "Wow. a cheerleader," were commonplace No matter what I did, what I
v.ore, or hov. I tried to avo1d this. it \vas imposs1hle.
Sexism is something you cannot simply ignore or
avoid-it is M>rnething to be fought. I thought ahout taking

woman's appearance. or some questionable thing she did,
and this has to Mop The important factor should not be
whether a woman, or even just a person, is beautiful or
ugly-people should be judged on their capabilities and
ment.
What I real I} want IS for people to admit. once and for
aiL that there is scxtsm out there. and that a consc:ientious
eflort must be made hy our generauon to end 11 It's our
choice-arc we equal, or arc we not'? We, hoth men and
women, must make a stand agamst sexism, because unless
we do, the battle of the sexe~ \\ill ne\'er cease.

Striving to be the ideal
patriot is a difficult task
Joe Parks
forumWriter

The age of the melting pot is over. The name under
the cauldron llickers barely strong enough to ~immcr an
all-day stew -the kind my Dad always makes, with lillie
white potatoc.:s, and tapioca to make a nice thick gravy.
There used to be in thiscountry-orso I've studieda fire that burned in individuals across the land. 'Patriotism' some called that burning within them Others
named the1r inspiration 'The American Way'.
Patriotism was once said to mandate a question: "Ask
not what your country can do for you, but what you can
do for your country!" Yes, we all know who said it;
there's no need to rub it in.
Still,themanhadapoint. Themandateisparadoxical.
The assumption made is that a ll citizens of a country
together make up that country. Thus, in doing something
for the country, each citizen docs (or, rather, did) that
thing for him- or herself. Also, conversely, whatsoever
is done by a citizen that benefits her or him benefits the
country.
No longer. Patriotism is dangerous. It leads to
v10lence. lt is bigotry. It is Satan in a lavender leisure
suit, diddlin' his fiddle down Main Street, sweepin' up
soot, 1n lris thhty-gallon hat:..TheNat.~s,., it is so often argued, "used patriotism to
transform the passions of a nation into something ugly."
Indeed they did. This abuse of patriotism is called an
extreme. Anarch), too, 1s an extreme. just at the other
end of the number-line.
Ideal patriottsm, then. must be somewhere between
the two. A nation, in order to survive. must be held
together by one cohesive bond wrapt in one ideological
string, if you will
This ideology. though strong. must be tolerant, if it is
to keep hundreds of millions of even semi-free thinking
dtizens 1n accord. individualism must be attuned to
membership. 'f-amily Values' must eventually rder to
the Amencan Family.
Citizens must realize that there is in fact one big road,
wuh lots of cx1ts and plcnt)' of free coffee at rest stops,
along wh1ch they might easily steer their career wagons.
This path was once called 'The American Way'.

Today, road signs arc tough w make out, and maps
aren't much help. Detours pop up everywhere;
construction's at a standstill.
Whose torch illuminates the way'' Nomtally I'd say
that everyone could take h1s or herov. n pack of matches
and strike up a trot. As long as you at least think that
you 'rebettcringyoursclf, and you 'rc not hurting anyone
else's self, "Good Luck!" That's the way it's supposed
to work. Yes, this "plan" docs leave room for error.
And, let's not forget that man is mhcrently evil.
Yet, inaction for fear of error is failure nonetheless.
And, if all men- and women, I suppose-arc evil, then
by the principle of majority rule evil must be deemed
good. Questions? No? We continue.
Let us examine, for example, the current issue of
resegregation. Goodness! Who would consider such a
thing? I would, but only (I think) at an intellectual level.
Others, however, actually propose that some benefit
might come of this course.
Here "The American Way" must prove strong. Did
I forget to mention that there are no U-ees on this
thoroughfare?
The final decision to "admit" non-caucasians into the
caucasian playground was in fact made by caucastans.
........~. Y.-t tbi•
eo.spoalaocxa,.;~.&fi•tw\.J'Dr. King had a drc.:am. Is this goal forgotten? Was his
aim to educate young Americans of Irish descent how to
speak Gaelic? Or to teach American youth of Afr!can
descent that the1r culture was rad •.:ally diffen:nt from
that of any other Americans? No Dr. King, I believe,
had "The American Dream. He dreamt of individuals
with equal rights. He dreamt of each American's
opportunity to accomplish h1s or her own goals.
The fire under the melting pot must once again be
stoked. With reprcscntali\CS from every culture in the
world, the United States-through a reformed educauon
system, of course has the opportunity to take the best
qualities from each, and smelt a sort of gold. The kind
of gold that stays.
Resegregation will on I} snuff the pilot. The Amcrican way must be seen as a \\ inding road with infinite
lanes and just as many tolls. It'll cost you. but it's worth
the trip.
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ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
EDUCATIONAL PRINTING
Elektra
Full Service - Friendly People - Low Prices
From self-serve copying, course packs and dissertations to
party invitations. stationery, resumes and typesettmg, we
offer a full range of copy and printing services with
recycled paper and soy inks

1,000 Flyers - $25.00
Authorized Copying of Copyrighted Course Materials

Complete Copy 8 Print Center
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JCU Student's car
recovered

Derek Diaz
News dtor

Less than half an hour afler
leaving her car parked at her
Cleveland Height~ rc~illcnce on
Sept 15.JCU senior 1\rlenc Bo} le
returned to find her 1985 Centur}
Buick had been ~!olen.
The car theft occurred at
B oyle·~ residence on Canterbury
SIICCL. les.s than a mile hom campus.
"When we returned at about
!0:45p.m .• the car had already
been stolen." Boylesai(l ''honoicd
the car doors were left unlocked
According to Cleveland

SEMINAR
cont inued from page l
students reporttng behanors legally classifiable as rape. The
legal definition of rape 1s, "sexual
conduct by force or threat offorce."
In addition to discw. sing differing perceptions bet\\ een the
se>.es and the role of alcohol in
'exual crimes. studenl\ were also
informed about procedures in
dealing wi th rape and SC\ual harassment once they have already
occurred.
The first option. according to
Extejct, 1s taking pri\ate action
through the legal S) -.tems.
Whether through the med1ation of
a resident assistant or directly,

H(; !!hh Po icc rec(lrd .... no -.uspeel-. or e)e\\llncs~e ... ''ere lound
rn the area.
Se,·eral days later. Boy le's ~ar
wa~ found by Cleveland pollee in
the Cit) 's Colllm.. ood area. The
veh1clc had been complete!}
stripped.
"The bumpers were stolen:·
Boyle said. "The (front) grille wa.,
stolen, the front! ights were stolen.
the back lights were -.tolen. the
license plates were ~tolen. the
steenng column wa., '>tolen. the
trunk lid was <,!olen and the radio
was Molen."
JCU volunteers to aid Midwest flood victims, October 14·17

students may repon an alleged
crime to the campus security.
Once '>ecurit} has ocen nolilied. outs1de Ia.,.. enforcement i-.
mandate to rntervene: ho,,·e,er. a
student may choose to \Huve
prosecullon, in which case the
investigation is halted.
If any en me of a sexual nature
is reported. and the accu~:d ,tillli'e~
one<u11puo;.thecntirecampw. mw-.1 ~
notilicd by the uni\ersit).
Rcspondmg to student concerns
regarding negative perception ... of
campus securit) and the lack of
student conlidcncc. Extcjct lUlled
it an "un lonunate perception .. and
stated that campus security has
handled all such cases professionally and competently.

The second option available to
students i.., proceedrng through
uni 'erSII) -sponsored service ....
such as the Student Hearing Board.
a disciplinary council consis11ng
of faculty and '> tudents and super
'ised h) Joe rarrell. or The Sexual
Harassment Board.
ThiS hoard. con-.Jsting of four
facult) members. four ..,taft
members .•md lour ..,tudenh. ha'
authont) to fl'commend \ arious
actions. including expulsion.
Extejct explained that this route
is often preferred to the traditional
court ~ystcm because names arc
held in strict confidentiality and
the the hearing proceeds much
more quickly

Roper reminded \tudents that
"JUSt because there ha.., been no
sexual penetrauon doc ... not mean
that there haven't been victims:·
and explained that one can also he
VICtimized by sexual harassment
1n the form of comments and gestures.
The fiN pnorit) of counselmg. accordlllg to Ropl'r. i'tn help
the\ ictlnl<., cllld ClllpO\\ Cl them to
"mo\ c from 'ic tim to \Uf\ i vor ..
Approxunately 40 students at
tended the dJsCU'>slon inCampin
Hall
although re,, er than a
quaner of thO'>e '' ho <lllended
were male. Sundar discussions
have been planned for all residence halls at John Carroll .

REPORT

continued from

pa~e· l

prc-.ent.
JCU's Annu.JI Cnmc Report 1s
required by The Campu., Secunt)
Al·t a federal Ia\\ for .111 colleges
m uni' er...111es rl'cl'h ing ll'deral
lund.... \\"hen a.,J...l'\1 if tl~ cnmc...
h'>tl'l.llll the campu., rerxm an: a\ all
.thktothcpublic. \\',trd.m.,\\enxl no.
"The law conslth:rs the '>CCU
tity reports of pmate llhtllutions
to he ma1er1 al that 1s
nomh-.closable.'' Ward 'aid. "In
fad, leg1slauon I'> current!) under\\ay to clarit) the right oJ pri.,ate
m~ittu t ion:o to keep their )>~curil)
reports confidenual."

ATTENTION
Our Managers are professionals at making sure...
The Atmosphere is always fun,
The Food is always fresh,
The Service is always good,
The Schedule is always set and
The Training is designed to let you shine!

~~-/Itt ~J~Nb /IM;IlJ»'R~

-1-:j,vgd~flw/~/,
If you are an energetic, enthusiastic, team player
looking for a fun , fast-paced enviro nment,
then come join our OPENING TEAM!

The following positions are available:
•
•
•
•

Hosts/ Hostesses
• Bartenders
Bussers
• Grill Cooks
Prep/ Pantry Cooks • Dishwashers
Servers
• Fry Cooks
• Broiler/ Saute~ Cooks

Ap ply in person
( Mon · Fri 9am - 6pm • Sat 1oam · 2pm)

Hampton Inn Westlake- Rm 211
29690 Detroit Road
Come see us before we're MAX-ed out!

The 1993-95
Student Handbooks are
available in the Student Life
Office. Please pick up your copy.
For anyone who would like to
know more about Cleveland and
all the city has to offer. Pick up
a Cleveland book available
in the Student Life
Office.

ALL STUDENTS
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The Psychology behind
the Citibank Classic Visa card, and the
emotional security of the Photocard. The Citihan"- c ta...-,ic vi~a
in

t h~

\'.omh. Th~.!rd(m.~. 11 '" thl..' mothl..'r or all credit card .... 111 Some e:\perh attrihute the"c feeling"

to thl..' Citibank Photo<.·ard, the only credit card
m~:·

1:-. me. real ly

~ith

your photo on it. A voice in . . ide "aY"· "Thi~

(A" oppo-..ed to. ··who the hed. i" that?'" a common n.!!-oopon"e to the photo
on one·, d r i\er'-.. liccn . . e.) It's an immediate form of
ID. a hoo-..1 10 your ..,elf-image. 'II Of

cour"~

if )OUr card is

C\er lost or :--tolen and a !-oolrangcr is prevented from U!-ooing it.
you'll kcl exceptional ly good (showing no sign" or Cred it
Suhti"CI \Ill/elm.~ /1!1111

Ot•cltt Calli

Card Theft Nc r vlNJ).

/7/t'{l 'l!c•lltl\tl

~I

Other experts poin t to spec ific

...en ices. "uch th The Lost Wallet Service that can replace
)OUr ca rd u:--ually within 2-l

h our~.

Or the 24-Hour Cus-

tomcr Service line. your hotlinc. if you wi ll. f()r any card~ul\iCt)

rdatcd
' ""''''' tl/ft'/

( 7tl\\lc I

Cla""'c \

h.t

\\hahOC\1..'1".

1
11

Funhcr analy"i" rcYeal" three

The Citibank Cla ..sic card g ives
<.,tudents peace of mind. protection

,,.,('I IIIII: ( tllhtl/11..
/\t/

The Monarch" Notes Version:

f'floltJt tlltf

again"t Freud-or rather fraud - a

c.ml. at no add itinnal

l.' lhl.

Bu~ ers Scc urit ~

l.

ca n cm er thl.'m agauht accident al

lo\~

rate and no fcc. Apply today.

Call t-800-CITIBAISK, ext. 19
2. Citibank Lifetime

Warrant~

allows one to C\tend thl..' \\arrant) fix thl.' c\pected -;en icc

life of L'11g1hk produch up to 12 ~~.·ar,. 3. And Citibank Price Protection a""ure" you of the best

,.,Ill ret"und the

ditkr~.·ncc

..,a, 111g'- ar~.· part icularl)

up

1

11

\1)0 (hence m) Pn-..t Purcha..,e Dcpre,-..ion ).

1h~.·rap-:ut ic. Tl11.·rc\

larl) pr1.'\\.' 1lling Parl.'nt.t '\l m

"tul.knh.

lll

5uflicc it tn "")·

~upponu . . .)

~nu'll

And a $20 \irfa re DiscountJ on

)Oll

hi,tor) So call 1-800-CITIH\ 'iK, extension 19,
)Our

11

Spec wl "tudent

thi.' free Citihank Calling Service from MC'l to -.ave

ht\\1..' a nedit card

need a jt)b or a ClNgnerl or w h.t\C

1

to

an~

dnmc..,tic ftight.

can depend on \vhilc building a credit
appl) O\Cr the phone htudent'> don't

photo adl.kd

CITIBAN(O
CL.A.SS/C

to your Cit ibank Cla""ll" Vt,a card. 91 If ''e "a) that a

~WLlbA

!>en!>e of ldent it) i" the tiN component of the Citibunk
Classic Vi-;a ca rd. a

se tN~

of Security the second. and

w.liOfiiiiii:JiW;

...........

06/U OJ/)1/tS

01

VISA

a sense of Auto nomou" Will from your newfound

-=

financial independence the third. don't be crazy...Call.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

LINDA VALIU
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Russian students encounter American culture
Carolyn Sennett
Profiles Editor

One day you are in Moscow
and approximately 22 hours later
you are in Cleveland.
Two students from the Commonwealth oflndep\!ndcnt States
made this journey.
Omitry Fokin and Natalia Ligai
left behind family, friends, and
familiar surroundings to spend the
academic year living with American students while receiving an
education and practicing English.
Natlia has an unusual background. HergrandparentsareKorcan but she was born in the
Commonwealth. Many Koreans,
including her grandparents, were
forced to leave North Korean in
1937 by Joseph Stalin. Her family
was relocated in Tajikistan near
the border of Afghanistan. Last
year her family moved to Moscow.
Dmitri is also a native of Moscow. From his window he can see
Red Square in the skyline.
This is not their first trip to the
United States. For Natlia it is her
third visit to the U.S. Last year
she graduated from St. John's High
School in Ashtabula, Ohio. Omitry

also spent time touring the U.S.
He traveled in New York, Califor
nia, Kentucky and Colorado. He
graduated from Newbury H1gh
school in Cleveland.
John Carroll University is their
first college experience.
They did not attend an university in the Commonwealth of Independent States but they do notice differences between the two
education systems. In the Commonwealth, students are required
to take an entrance exam during
the summer. The exam tests students on one topic but the subject
is unknown until the day of the
test. To prepare for the test a
student must review all of the
material. Students also have to
write a seven page composition in
three hours. If a male student fails
he is required to serve in the
military for two to three years. To
complete a bachelor's degree in
the Commonwealth takes five
years instead of four year degree
in the U.S.
"Overall, the requirements are
much harder," Dmitry said.
The students find the residence
halls at JCU much cleaner. Most
dorms in their country are unsafe

and dtrty due to the lack of money.
Natalia said. "Our education 1s
free. We can't ask anything more
from the school."
After a year in the U.S., Natalia
has adapted to American ways. " I
did not notice the difference between the two countries until I
returned home." she said.
Storesarcorganizcddifferently
and cars are used more in the U.S.
"[In the Commonwealth] most of
the time you can't find what you
need [in the stores]," Dmitry said.
"Not everyone has a car there,"
Natalia said. "Cars here are a necessity and there they are more of
a luxury," she said.
Natalia said she enjoys many
comforts in the U.S. For example,
in the U.S. a car is convenient for
shopping trips. At home she would
have to ride the subway and then
carry the heavy grocery bags
home. Dmitry agreed about some
of the convenience but he enjoys
walking and riding the subways.
"You touch life[beingoutdoors],"
he said.
They both said the standard of
living has improved in the Commonwealth. There are more cars
available but the demands con1

Ca10lyn~u

Freshman Gordan Taylor and Russian exchange student
Dmitry Fokin review their calcus homework.
tinue to increase. Often times power it has. ''Tilere is a different
becauseoflimited supplies people mentality here. Not good or bad
needing a car are placed on a wait- just different. Russian people are
very different in values."
ing list.
Adjusting to the U.S. is diffiMany people ask them about
their country. Curious people ask: cult at times for them but they try
'Is it always cold there? Do you to remain positive and enjoy
have to wait in long lines? Do you themselves. They have had good
see any American movies or listen and bad experiences making
friends. Although everyone is
to any American music?'
They find these questions hu- helpful and nice to them, they have
morous because that is how people not developed close friendships at
view the Commonwealth. No, it is JCU. Students may not take the
not always cold there and people time to understand their accents or
do not have to wait in long lines. their differences. "People keep a
American music is played quite distance because they know l am
different," Natalia said.
frequently.
Both students hope to graduate
NataJia said she was surprised
when someone asked her to sing

The Kazan Cathedral tn St. Petersburg is apopular tourist attraction. During Natalia Ligai's
summer vacation, she and her family visited this area.

Professor's diverse background leads to
teaching career at John Carroll
Rene' Calabrese
Stoff Reporter

Some people think that a student should go to college, get a
degree. and spend the rest of their
\\Orking }Cars in thats~clllc tiel d.
But lor many people each nc\\ job
brings on new interests and
sometimes those interests lead
former students back to school to
pursut• different .1reas of stud).
This is what James Earle. prolcssor of education. experienced hefore reccivmg his first full time
teaching position at John Carroll
University.
When Earle received a
Bachelor's degree in lilm theory
history and criticism in 1979 he
had no idea that his career path
would lead toteaching.ln fact, the
first job he got out of college was
as a psychiatric aid for emotionally
disturbed adolescents.
So how did he go from a psychiatric aid to a professor of education'? Earl said that most of his
work experience was related to
education. For example, he taught

film h1story and served as a substitute at the psychiatric hospital. He
also taught developmentally disabled adults at Chicago Jun1or
College from 1981 to 19R4. He
recei\ ed his ma..,tcrs in curriculum and instructiOn from the Lniverslly of Minnesota in 1987and 1s
now working toward a doctorate
in education.
Bwn though this is Earle· s first
yearatJCL' heisalrcad) H\\Ureof
how dedtcated JCU students arc.
Earle sa1d that his students seem
generally mtcrestcd and engaged
in their education and arc a lot
more focused than he was when
he was an undergraduate.
According to Earle, students
that take his courses should be
prepared to learn how to be reflective and critical about education, how to be responsible professionals. and how to be tolerant
of the diversity of students they
will be teaching. And in return.
Earle wants to be able to intcract with his students so he
can learn from them.

•
"I think the most important part
of education 1s \\hen you can sit
down with somebody and talk back
and forth. To mc..that is the heart
of learning because you're learn
ing from'' anothc~ human being
rather than just a body of in forma
tion. ·•
At JCU. Earle teaches
Multicultural Education in a Pluralist Soctct) and Education Issues in Soc1cty.

" ' fo ur years. \n the fu\~1rc they

an American song in Russian. plan&ovlsiubeircouauyaadworir
American songs are not translated for a business that speciali1es in
but played in English. "Ameri- Amcncan and Russian relations.
cans do not listen to outside music," Natalia said. "We listen to
American, German, French music, and more."
They both agreed that Americans do not seem to know a lot
outside of U.S. affairs. As exchange students, Omity and
Natalia feel they can look at the
U.S. more objectively than most
Americans can.
Dmitry said Americans are
proud of who they arc and believe
they are the best.
''They arc wrong to that think
everyone wants to become an
American. Americans themselves
C:uohn~nc:ll
arc rare!) very critical of themNatalia Ligai lives in the
selves." he said
Atutudes to\'.ards hfe arc dif- Commonwealth of
ferent. Dmitf) sa1d. Here. there is Independent States and is of
a larger focus on money and the Korean descent.

COMPLETE
TYPING
SERVICE

•

•Theses. papers, invitations, newsletters. tlyers,
or anything that needs to be typed!
•Charts, graphs, & tables
•Laser Printer
•Microsoft Word, Excel. & Pagemaker programs
•Fast. reliable service
•Reasonable prices

371-2817 • ask for Gretchen
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The disease of the innocent
Meltssa was playing Monopol)
w1th her sister when her sister
accused her of cheating. "I had
total!} forgotten where I was and
couldn't concentrate," said Mel
iss a Another lime. \\hen she was
drivmg on the freewa} with a
friend, Melissa became disoriented
and thought she was 1n Columbu~.
Though Melissa \\ent to the
hospital with these case book
symptoms of I} me d1sease. she
was released after some testmg
with no diagnosi'> and told not to

roommate compared her to a
puppy becaw.c all she did was cat
Stoff Reporter
She wears an IV in her arm 24
and sleep.
hours a day for an indefinite
If it had not been for a local
amountoft1mc. Threetimcsaday
television show discussing Iyme
she gtve~ herself three shots into
dtsease that her mother \\as
the IV and takes an antibiotic. A
watching. perhaps Meltssa sttll
nurse visits her twice a week to
would not know that she has Iyme
check her blood. Her name is
disease. Melissa was displayed
Melissa Blatnik. age 20. and she
all the syptoms described on the
has been diagnosed with Iyme disshow. "By the grace of God I was
ease.
watching Morning Exchange,"
The dtseasc is something not
said Bonnie Blatnik, Melissa's
too many people, including docmother.
tors, know that much
Melissa then called
about, but for Melissa tt
Dr Mark Gipson to set
is somethmg that has
up an appointment. Alter numerous blood tests,
become her way of life.
Lyme disease is
Melissa was finally, arter
contracted from the tick
a year of questions with
that buries itselfinto the
no answers, diagnosed as
skin and produces spihaving late stage Iyme
rochetes that multiply
disease which is incurable. Lyme disease, when
and attack every part of
the body. The tick carleft untreated, can result
ries the dangerous bacin death. According to
teria
Borrelia ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;M;;e;;l;;is;;s;;a;;;;;;B;;Ia;;;;;tn;;;i;;;k numerous doctors and
Burglorferi or B.B.
Lyme Disease 1991-PaTicks arc mostly found in wooded drive. Next, a doctor diagnosed tient Physcian Perspectives from
areas, but can actually be found her as having seizures causing her the United States and Canada, if
anywhere. Melissa is not quite to go through unneeded tests like diagnosed properly in the early
sure where she got the bite but a MRI, CAT scan, and she was stage, treatment would consist of
believes it was when she went even anesthetized by a doctor to four to six weeks of taking an
camping overthesummerof 1992. sec if she was making these antibiotic.
Melissa went to the doctors in symptoms up.
After her diagnosis with Lyme
the summer of 1992 with all the
When it was finally discovered disease in July of 1993, Melissa
symptoms of Iyme disease, but that the seizure diagnosis was was put on an antibiotic which in
the doctors' ignorance 10 this wrong, Melissa was then diag- turn caused a Jarish-herxheimer
disease caused her to remain mis- nosed as having hypoglycemia reaction in which all the symptoms
diagnosed for a year. Lyme dis- (low blood sugar) and put on a get worse before they get beller.
ease has been called the "great strict diet. She received this diBe~ause that antibiotic did not
mimicker" because its symptoms agnosis even though her blood work, Melissa has since started an
are similar to chronic fatigue, tests showed her sugar level in the IV treatment to which she started
multiple sclerosis, and lupus. normal range each time.
havingaserum reaction that started
Symptoms of Iyme disease are a
With all these tests going on, attacking her bone marrow. When
stiff neck, headaches, extreme Melissa was unable to attend this happened , she went to
fatigue, sore throat, fainting spells, school in the Fall of 1992. How- Fairview Hospital, and the mediblurred vision, and a bulls-eye rash ever. she was able to return to cal staff there had no idea of what
which is red around the circle and John Carroll University. in January Iyme disease was or how to treat
white on the inside. Another very 1993 even though she had yet been it. According to Melissa. the
frightening symptom of Iyme properly diagnosed. She believed emergency room doctor suggested
disease ts lack of memory and she was hypoglycemic, and she she ought to think twice about
concentration. Specifically, was trying to adjust to that. Her going camping.

Tina Maggio

Mellen Series. Joseph
Gorman speaker. 5 p.m. in the
SAC Conference Room.
Meeting. Pht Theta Mu. mu
sic fraority. 7 p.m. in O'Dea
Room #2.
Meeting, Intervarsity Chris
ttan Fello\.\sh1p. 9:30 p m. m
Srunl Franc1s Chapel.

FRIDAY, 24
Senior Happy Hour, 3· S
p.m. on the Tennts Couns. all
senior, facully and staff welcome.
Chess, 7 p.m. in Gauzman
Lounge.
Dance, Multtcullural Affai rs, 9 p.m. in the Murphy
Room.

SATURDAY, 25
Women's
Volleyball ,
Walsh/Capital/Denison , 11
a.m., Home.
Football vs. Heidelberg, I :30
p.m., Away.
Women's Soccer vs. St.
Mary's, 2 p.m., Away.
Men's Soccer, Wilmington
Tourney, 5 p.m., Away, also
Sun.

SUNDAY,26
Meetio&. Knights of Columbus, 8 p.m. in AD258.

MONDAY,27
Award Presentation to Dr.
David M . LaGuardia, Lucre.da
Culicchia Award for Teaching
Excellence, 4:30 p.m. in the
Murphy Room.

TUESDAY,28
\\'omen's Soccer vs. Mount
Umon, 4 p.m., Away.
Meeting, Student Un10n,
5:15p.m. tn the Jardine Room.
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"It's more frustrating to deal

with the fact that the medical

field is so ignorant than to deal
with the disease itself. "

question of the week:

"Who is your ideal
homecoming date?"

WEDNESDAY, 29
Men's Soccer vs Mount
Union, 4 p m. Home.
Meeting, American Soctety
for Qualil) Control. 4.30 p.m .
in BR 18.
Multicultural Awareness
Series. 7:30 p.nun the Jardine
Room.
Meeting, Sailing Club, 9 p.m.
m O'Dea Semmar Room #4.

JeffMessec
Junior

Tom Nicholas
Junior

"Madonna."

"Demi Moore."

Liz Crane

Tanya Grossner
Senior
"John Keats."

John Stafford
Senior
"Amy Hastings."

Attention Seniors! Applications for May graduation
are now available in Dean's
offices.

Please submit events
for the campus Calendar to the Features Editor by Monday at noon
in The Carroll News office located in the
Recple:r:.

Junior
'Tall, gorgeous, with a
sense of humor."

Turner Nashe
Sophomore
"Helen Keller."
pboloo by Cluuune lhnyt

"Thi ... hasbcenatotal ntghtmare
with the frustration ol not knowing what the outcome will be. We
just go day by day," said Mrs.
Blatnik
Melis!>a has encountered a
multitude of problems when looking for answers about the disease.
The reason for this. Melissa believes. is that doctors do not believe
or fail to realt1e that Iyme dtsease
is a problem here in Ohto. G1pson.
Melissa's current doctor, is apediatrician so once she turns 1wentyone. she will be forced to find a
new doctor Her dad, who is in the
National Guard. is acquainted with
a doctor at Wright Panerson Air
Force Base who has offered to
treat Melissa in the event she
cannot find a local doctor.
Currently. Melissa is on the IV
treatment and is taking antibiotics, and in the past few days has
shown some promise. In the past
five weeks, she has been on more
than 20different medications with
no progressive change in her
condition. The cost of treatment
of the IV treatment for late stage
Iyme disease is between $30,000
and $60,000.
Her illness has become very
frustrating for both Melissa and
her family. "It's more frustrating
to deal with the fact that the
medical field is so ignorant to the
existence of Iyme disease than to
deal with the disease itself,"
Melissa explains. Because she
was not treated properly immediately, Melissa has no idea what
the rest of her life will be like
because once the disease
progresses to late stage her health
will never be the same.
Melissa will stay with the IV
treatment until the Iyme disease
goes into remission , but it could
come back at any time, and she
will have to go through all the
treatments again. The Iyme disease will never be totally out of
her system since it has already
passed the treatable stage.
Mehssa is very po~itive even
after ever) thing she has been
through· "I don't know why it
happened to me, " she said,
"Maybe it happened so I can tell
other people about it so it won't
happen to them."
·
Mel i-;sa a!lends a Iyme disease
group at South Western, and one
the members described Iyme disease so appropriately as ''the disease of the innocent." Mehssa
said. "Anyone can get 11. and everyone needs to be aware of that
fact. " Melissa is left to wonder
what doctors are pushing so fervently fora vaccine when so many
still fail to acknowledge the disease.
Melissa received some encouraging news this week in the
form of a letter from Senator
Howard Metzenbaum. Melissa
had written to him concerning a
Senate hearing held August 6,
1993 in which doctors and victims
testified before the Labor and
Human Resource Commillee. "It
made me feel like I made a difference, that someone finally heard
what I have to say."
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Third Millenium seeks change
Leslie Kemp Poole
Spectol Correspondent
College Press Service

Concerned that the mounting national debt, environmental degradation and inner-city strife will devastate
their lives in the next century unless drastic changes are
made, a group of "twentysomething" leaders are organizing on college campuses this fall to increase the political
savvy and clout of young voters.
"The message is that our generation's future 1s being
sold out and unless young Americans become energized
and more involved in the political process, we'll have no
one to blame but ourselves," said Jonathan Karl, cofounder of the New York-based Third Millenium.
The non-partisan group has received a "tremendous
response" since its opemng salvos were sounded in midJuly with the distibution of a declaration that calls for
solutions to great ills in American society and politics, Karl
said. Third Millenium receives about 100 inquiries a day
from interested people and in its first two weeks 300 people
from 44 states and three Canadian provinces paid $9 to
become members, he said.
NowThirdMillenium will focus muchofitsenergieson
motivating 20- to 29-year-olds into political action, partly
by reaching college students with its message, Karl said.
He'll be speaking at several campuses this fall, including
California's Chapman University, the University of Kansas and Princeton University, and the group will be forming chapters across the country. The new chapters are
expected to plan political awareness events on their campuses, including hosting 1994 congressional candidate
debates and encouraging higher voter turnout among young
people, who typical! y vote at a low rate.
David Stevens, a University of Kansas sophomore who
is arranging Karl's visit and helping organize a chapter,
said that the Third Millenium 's message speaks directly to
college students concerned about how issues such as the
national debt will affect their futures and careers.
"If you ask most college students these days, their
primary worry is whether the economy will support them
once they leave college," Stevens said. "This program
offers some explanations about why things are this way and
what needs to happen economically to improve things."
The last time young people united to radically change
American politics was in the 1960s when unrest about the
Vietnam War and fear of being drafted into the military
spurred college demonstrations around the country,
eventually shifting public opinion to oppose the war. Will
today's 20-year-olds be as motivated by economic projections?
"Although the threats are not as visible as in the 1960s,
the economic hardships they pose for the future are just as
important to this generation," Stevens said. "That's the
uphill battle- trying to show people that there is a threat
out there that is just as menacing as your draft card coming
up."
At the same time of its college drive. the non-profit
Third Millenium will be trying to raise its visibilit} and
power b) proposing national legislatton and hearings in
Washington. D.C. 10 tackle these tough 1ssues. Karl said.
"We have no voice on Capilol Hill so there's absolutely a
need for this to energill' us We need to go to Capitol Hill
and sa) you have to li~tcn to us ..
In its declaration, the Third Milleniurn acknov. ledges
that the Cold War and its threat of apocal)psc is over but
warns thai "political and soctal time bombs threaten our
fragile successes at home and abroad. Like Wi lc E. Coyote
waiting lor a 20 ton Acme anvil to fall on his head, our
generation labors in the expanding shadow of a monstrous
national debt."

TOP TEN GROSSEST
THINGS ON EARTH

l

10. Naked guys on vinyl seats.
9. Camel breath.
8. The vomit scene in The Exor
cist.
7. Motel room artwork.
6. Ear wax museum.
5. The name "Mungo."
4. Bean dip.
3. Nose hair.
2. Road oysters.
1. Drugs

I

PAR-r.>;ERSHIP FOR A DRUG fREE AMERICA

With a $4.4 trillion debt staring them in the face. this
nev. generation has every reason to fear for the future and
to do something about it, according to the declaration,
wh1ch likens the debt to an unfa1r "taxation without representation" for future generations that will have to deal with
its legacy.
Third Millenium calls for an end to deficit spending by
1999 and proposes that the United States begtn paying off
the debt by the year 2000 ··we must stop invoicing future
generat1ons for today's spendmg spreC!i. Everything must
be put on the table: defense. entitlements, fann subsidies
and, as a last resort, tax increases aimed at debt reduction,"
according to the declaration.
As part of its strong language, the declaration also goes
on to call Social Security "a generational scam- fiscally
unsound and generationally inequitable," since future
generations are unlikely to reap the same benefits as
today's retirees and may have to raise payroll taxes to as
high as 40 percent to provide benefits for retirees 25 years
from now. The 25-page document also examines urban
strife, poverty, crime, education, welfare reform, and "our
endangered environment" in its call for young people to
become active and committed to curing these ills.
"Therefore, we as a generation, the generation that will
come to power in the third millenium, must reaffirm our
commitment to individual responsibility- for our actions
and to our communities. The future of our country demands no less," the declaration ends.
Third Millenium is the result of a weekend retreat last
spring which included young people from diverse backgrounds and political loyalties, including Democrat, Republican, and Perot supporters. Karl is a writer with
Freedom House, an international human rights organization. Douglas Kennedy, son of the late Robert F. Kennedy,
also attended. During the weekend retreat, the group
discovered that however different its members, all shared
some basic concerns and frustrations about the current
political agenda.
"People come from all over the political spectrum. We
find that there is a lot of common ground on the core future
issues," Karl said. He <.:alb the group "po~t-parti~an" in
that it doesn't endorse any political party- just solutions
to shared concerns. He agreed its centrist ideology isn't
likely to attract extreme liberal or right-wing activists and
its declaration espouses putting some hot political issues
such as abortion and capital punishment to the side so that
attention can be focused on bottom-line problems such as
the national economy.
An "absolute frustration with both political parties" led
to Third Millenium' s bold approach, Karl said, noli ng that
Republicans in the group were disappointed with former
President George Bush and many see "more of the same"
with President Bill Clinton. The group isn't forming a third
party- rather it's informing the current two parties that
some things must change.
"We're sick of the la~ls. sick of the partisanship,'' he
added "If we are going to get over these senous problems
that we face, then it's going to have to be on a bipartisan
basis."
M1chael Evans of !he College Democrats of America
con lends that this approach is not the most effective way to

~O[Q)~~
It won•t kill you to
talk about it.

~

deal with the nation's ills. "There are no nonpartisan
Congressmen and senator.-. To be effective in politics. you
need to be in a party." he said . "Party politics works. It's
not the only way to get something done, but it's very
effective"
Evans also disagrees with Third Millenium's contention that today's young voters are powerless to innuence
nat1onal policy. citing the 1992 presidential election in
which II million 18-to-24-year-olds voted. Of those
voters, 5.5 million provided "the margm of victory for
Clinton," E\ans said.
"The young people we speak to already are very
active," Evans said. "Maybe Third Millenium is looking
in the wrong place."
Stacey Ley ton of the U.S. Student Association said
that today's college students are very acuve and argued
that Third Millenium's organi1ers demonstrate little under:.tanding of the problems of today's college students.
She noted that Third Millenium's declaration didn't include any recommendations about improving higher education.
"We're very concerned about the economy. Our
generation is the first that will earn less than its parents,"
Leyton srud. For that reason, her group believes the
federal government should be making a bigger investment in higher education by providing more financial aid.
Financial aid grants in the past decade have decreased
while college expenses increased, forcing many students
to either drop out of college or to be burdened by heavy
debt to complete their education.
"We're concerned about the deficit... being used as an
excuse to cut (educational) programs," Leyton said. "On
college campuses the talk is not about the deficit so much
as how to pay for a college educalion.now."
Third Millenium' s agenda has stirred up a large amount
of media attention as well as notice from some national
political leaders. A week after the group's July 14 plea,
the Democratic National Committee and the Republican
National Committee released statements about their efforts to attract voters. Karl said, adding: "1 don't think this
is a coincidence."
Some others have contacted the group expressing
interest, including former U.S. Sen. Paul Tsongas' Concord Coalition. a deficit-reduction group, Karl said Third
Millenium hopes to co-sponsor a Capitol Hill hearing on
generational equity this fall and plans to have a Social
Security reform proposal to Congress by the end of the
year, Karl said, adding that the group will be looking for
co-sponsors for the proposal.
For now, the group is concentrating on strengthening
its membership. which brings with it a copy of the declaration and a newsletter. Regional chapters may be formed
for those in their late 20s. Although there is no age limit
on membership, Karl expects that "undoubtedly the most
response is coming from the younger generation. Thai's
where the energy will come from to make political change,"
he said.

Editor's Note- Tlurd Millenium 's address is P 0 Box
20866. New York, NY 10023. The telephone llttmher is
212-979 2001 . .
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T HE CLEVELAND PLAY
THE LAB COMPANY

The Premiere Season

mE SEAGULL

NEVER TOO LATE.

Thmk you cms<ed the Gradu~te Record Exam deadlme 1 Thcnk agacn. Wcth
the ne" on-demand GRE,' you could be takmg the te>t tomorrov. And <ee
your -c<>re the m'tant you fincsh Score reports are macleJ 10 to 15 day'
later, en plenty of ume for ml>!>t schools' deadlme>. Call nov. for •nstant

re~:c,trauon. (ijy Educational Te,tcng Service
•

Sylvan Technology Centerse

by ADtoa Cbddaov
Odoller 14.15, .... 16

111E BALTIMORE WALTZ
by Paula Vogel
,_..,. 13.. 14 . . . tS

THE LOWER ROOMS
by Eliza Aadenoa
M.,- 1,. 1..... l1

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

Purl t(tlt S]l1'd• ~,a,.;., Ct'llltr N<t1«1rt

THR.EE PLAYS FOR TID PRICE OF TWO

J.-.800.-GRE.-A.S.A.P

S15.00 REBitRVED SMTS
FOR COMJ'LETE INFORMATION CALL
THE BOX OFFICE AT (116) ~7008

MOVIESII!
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Willis strikes back with new adventure film
Chris Green

Stoff Reporter - -----

"Good cop, bad cop. water, fast
boats, and Sarah Jessica Parker."
This is how Bruce Willis summarized his recent film when asked
on the "Late Show. "
Striking Distance begins with
Tom Hardy (Willis) and his father
on their way to a policemen's ball,
which Hardy cannot stand to attend. While Hardy rattles on to his
father, a call comes from their
dispatcher.
This is when the car chase
through Pittsburgh begins. They
are chasing the Polish Hill serial
killer. The chase ends with Hardy
andthekiller'scarsgoingairbome
over a cliff.
When Hai:dy awakens, he is
informed that his father survived
the crash but was shot by the killer.
After two years, Hardy returns
to the Piusburgh Public Safety
scene, but this time as a river patrol policeman. While patrolling
the river, corpses begin to appear.
With his father's murder still

Bob MIISNit

Bruce Willis and Sarah Jessica Parker are river reacue patrol partners in Striking Distance.
lingering in his mind, Hardy begins to believe that this is the same
person who committed the Polish
Hill murders two years ago. This
leads Hardy to work out of his
jurisdiction in order to track down

the killer he believes also murdered his father.
Assisting Hardy on the river is
his new partner Jo Christman
(Sarah Jessica Parker). One thing
leads to another and the two de-

Rosen amazes 'em again and again
Althoogh some grumbJings
could be heard around campus,
that did not put a damper on the
Carl Rosen concert.
Earlier in the week some

although the critics tend to complain that the show is always the
same, that fact is not necessarily a
drawback.
No one said that going to a
Rosen concert is a whole new adventure every time. The point

times the listener has been
around. He did include a new
song in his repertoire, ''The Last
Song", which was a recent single
off Elton John's The One CD.
And so, many may be wondering why a review is being

fact that Carl Rosen was back
again for yet another concert at
John Carroll University. But
when all was said and done, the
optimistc; appeared in devoted
numbers.
Rosen put on a wam1 and
heartfelt show as always. And

old friends and sharing an intimate evening singing along to
~orne favorite tunes.
Rosen did perform the usual
lot like ..Minnesota Snow",
''Empty Garden", and ''Piano
Man", but he always manages to
make it fun no marter how many

pus. In this case, a review really
did need to be wrillen, in order to
remind some of the scrooges out
there that new and fresh is not the
only hot item out there.
Familiarity can be just as rewarding. Old friends arc always
a welcome event.

julie Garvin
Entertainment Editor

.....,,

WHEN YOU RIDE DRUN!{,_ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAR HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

1\kohol quickly afft'<"h your judgment. balance. and coordination. Wlwn tlwsc• faculliesw.
urt.> 1mpairt'd. nding ~{·omt', mort' than difficult. It bt>comt-s dangerou,.,. Don"t drink \.\f.;
and ridt•. Or your last drmk might be your last drink. MOTORCYCLE SAF£TY FOUIIDATIOII
.

WRITERS HARVEST:

Featuring
a fiction reading by ...

author of Left To Themselves

Mark Winegardner
author of Prophet of the Sandlots
8 p.m., Tuesday, Oct. 5,
SAC Conference Room
Admission: $10; Students: $5
I

l 00% of proceeds to hunger refief.

n1:fE NATIONAL READING
Share Ou~ Strength's
Literary Benefit for Hunger Relief

.. j Swnsortd "otlclrnlll)' bY.

•. and locall} h)' Campu~ ~1ini~tl)
and the JCll [·nghsh Dcptartmcnt

Slater makes some Romance
Chris Green
Stoff Reporter

Violence is the use of physical
force to injure or a violent act or
deed. Add to this definition a gritty
performance by Christian Slater
and what unfolds is True Romance.
Clarence Worley, played by
Slater, is just an average guy who
loves Elvis and goes to movies
every year on his birthday. This
year is no different. While feverishly enjoying the triple feature
starring kung fu legend Sonny
Chiba, a young lady accidentally
spills her popcorn on Clarence.
After the features end, Clarence
and the young lady, Alabama
Whitman (Patricia Arquette), head
to the local diner forapieceofpie.
While the two discuss their likes,
dislikes, and favorite music, they
fall madly in love with each other.
The rest becomes history.
Once Alabama becomesthe
new Mrs. Worley, Clarence im
mediately feels the need to show
his wife that he can protect her
from anyone, including her pimp.

played brilliantly by Gary Oldman.
Clarence decides to follow a
plan of action after having a conversation with his mentor (Val
Kilmer). At this point the violence
begins.
Tme Romance was written by
Quentin Tarantino, who brought
movie-goers into his hellish world
of violence when he wrote and
directed Reservoir Dogs . This
time Tarantino teams up with director Tony Scott (Top
Gu11)Tarantino is quickly becoming the Martin Scorcese of the
1990's.
Not only does Christian Slater
give the performanceofhis career,
but the supporting cast of Dennis
Hopper, ChristopherWalken, Val
Kilmer, Oldman , Brad Pitt,
Bronson Pinchot , Michael
Rapaport, and Chris Penn is nothing less than brilliant.
True Romance is one of the
best films of the year, that is if the
viewers can stand the violence.
This film will remain with moviegoer~ for a long time after the
credtls arc over.

Interested in
Entertainment?

Mary Grimm

1

velop a romance.
Hardy sincerely believes that
the killer is a policeman, and to
make sure that Hardy does not
hurt the reputation of the police
department is Lt. Nick Ditillo

(Dennis Farina). Like the poster
says. ''They shouldn't have put
him in the water if they didn't
want him to make waves."
Willis tits the part of Tom
Hardy like a glove. His most
successful fi lms have come with
this type of role: cop with a ruffled
look, and a drinker.
Striking Distance was cut from
the same mold as films like Last
Boy Scout and the Die Hard
series.
Director Rowdy Harrington
proves that he is slowly becoming one of the most talented action directors.
Harrington leads the audience
to believe the killer is one person,
but the twist of fate is just around
the corner. The action sequences
were filmed to perfection, reminiscent of Under Siege.
Striki11g Distance is an explosive film whose action keeps the
audience on the edge of their seats
throughout the entire film. If you
enjoyed Under Siege , then you
will love this one.

The Entertainment Editor and
Assistant Editor positions are
currently open at The Carroll News.
Gain experience in writing, ·layout,
ond Macintosh computers. Call
397-4479 or stop
in the office today.
Ask about how you can
'
get credit for writing.

'.
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Concrete Blonde creates diversity in Mexican Moon
Julie Garvin
Enterfotnment Editor

Concrete Blonde has hit the
pavement with their newest musical effort Mexican Moon. The
question is whether they will
bounce back or fall nat.
This aloum is their fifth release, although it is their first
venture with their new label Capitol. These veterans have not appeared to lose any creativity in the
process of the eight years they
have been together or through the
transition of record labels.
Mexican Moon contains thirteen songs. all of which will leave
you contemplating at least one big
question in the universe.
This time out the band has
managed to write some quality
material for Mexican Moon. But
that is also where the problem
enters.
I f this album were an assignment for school, the writing and
musical composition would be
worthy of a B+. On the other hand,
the performance, namely the
singing, would be hard pressed to
get a D.
The music can really jam at
times. Songs like ·'Jenny l Read"
and "Jesus Forgive M e (For the
things I'm About to Say)" arc
chocked full of hard guitar and
blazing melodies.

Coo11e$y Capoot Recotd.>

Jim Mankey, Johnette Napolitano, Harry Rushakoff of Concrete
Blonde.

In fact, the music on Mexican
Moon is a mural of diversity.
There is hard rock, acoustic rock,
progressive rock- basically ,a liule
something for everybody.

Even those who treasure the
music of the 60's can find a niche
on this musical post, in such songs
as ··close to Home" and "End of
the Line," which are somewhat

BeatJesque in their sound.
There is really no doubt that
this trio is capable ofplaying great
music, there does tend to be some
doubt on the vocal front though.
The musical accomplishments
can be drowned out at times by
the groaning and moaning of vocalist/bassist JohnetteNapolitano.
It has to be classified as something other than singing because
the vocals on this album arc not
reminiscent of singing.
Napolitano tends to chant, talk,
whine, moan, croak, and make
any other sound imaginable other
than singing. Yet, this is not meant
to be a slam to her abilities.
She has proven in the past that
she is capable of belling out a note
with all the other singers up there
on the charts. Perhaps, this listener simply missed the artistic
coupe in her attempts on this work.
The lyrical content is even
more diverse than the music.
Napolitano writes about a multitude of issues including the life of
a fading beauty queen and the
obsessive aspects of love.
The album not only contains
thematic diversity, but it also has
language divesity. The last song
''Bajo La Lune Mexicana" is sung
in Spanish.
She performed the song in
Spanish as a tribute to her neigh-

borhood and her favorite country.
"I've always wanted to sing in
Spantsh," says the lead vocalist.
Napolitano has never been one
to dtstance herself from her work.
Her life 1s always an mtegral part
of her writing.
Recently the singer moved
back to Los Angeles, where she
bought a house and began volunteering for community service in
an cffon to help those affected by
the riots.
"Everyone was dissing L.A. so
bad," she says. "it was the first
time I ever felt really patriotic! I
live in one of the hardest neighborhoods 111 L.A., and it was either... leave for good - or stick it
out."
Suck it out she did, and in the
process she created an emotionally charged set of lyrics.
Overall, Mexican Moon almost
has a schizophrenic quality about
it. For those who love the avantgarde or the progressive this album is as good as any other to
fulfill those needs.
Otherwise. for those who arc
more mainstream or looking for
exquisite vocals, this will probably not be top on the listof"gotta
have its.''
If the name were not already
tc~kcn, the band mtght constder
changtng thetr name to "Extreme."
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The
Working of
Democracy:
Worker's
Party
Success in
Brazilian
Politics
Dwight R.
Hahn Ph.D.
Department of Political
Science
John Carroll University

Wed., October 27,1993
3:00- 4:30P.M.
AD226
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Carroll Delegation prepares
for a Visit to Belize
Jeff Walker
World View Editor

It was a twenty-year old dream
of International Studies Director
and Sociology professor, Dr.
VergheseChirayath, to travel with
a group of students to a Third
World country and study the social, economic and political issues while enjoying all the pleasures of being a tourist.
It was not until the Christmas
break of 1992 that this dream
would be realized and materialized into a course offering that
allowed students to travel and get
an hour's worth of credit.
"l was eager to serve as a bridge
between the two worlds," stated
Dr. Chirayath in a special journal
wrillen and created by the participants of this trip.

This trip is designed as a mul!idimensional course in which
credit can be received for Sociology, Political Science,
Economics and some foreign
languages.
It permits students to study a
variety of"dcvelopmcnt" projects
including a large scale sugar processing operation. meat packing,
shrimp farming and collage industries.
There are also planned visits
to Peace Corps Volunteers. the
U.S. agency for International Development, the Jesuit V o I u n teer
Corps projects and the
Belizean Agricultural Extension Service.
There will also be a community service project planned
that involves serving meals to

the elderly.
The total cost of the trip is
$1,175, including airfare.
There is also a list of required

readings as well as a reaction
paper with a focus on the
socio-economic developments
studied.

Counc<y Dr. Chtrayath

Members of the JCU faculty and student body are seen here
visiting with the U.S. Ambassador to Belize, Eugene Scazza.

Innocents Abroad: Youth in the
90s on European Vacation
Christopher Reynolds
<C1993. Los Angeles Times

A great city flashes past outside
our bus windows. A ton of baggage
shifts and settles in the companrnent
beneath our feet. We sit elbow to
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elbow, 51 tourists in 52 seats, peering
out at Lhe comer pubs, the drivers on
the wrongsideoftheroad, the grounds
of Buckingham Palace....
'The Kings!" shouts 24-year-old
Shannon Savala as we round a comer
by the palace gates. But she is looking
the other way.
"The f(jngs lost in overtime," she
continues. "It was honible!"
She is from Villa Park, Calif., she
is talking about the last hockey score
she heard from home, and this is a
clue. Most of the passengers on this
tour bus arc young Americans, still
swimming in Lheir own culture, but
come to gather their first glimpses of
Europe. Aboard we have six voluble
and intrepid young women from
Southern California, 23 less voluble
and less intrepid law students from
Valparaiso University in Indiana, two
teachers from Missouri, a postal
worker from Pittsburgh, 19 others
fromAuo;tralia.,NewZealand,Canada,
South Africa and Japan, and me. the
rc(X>rter who has come to gather
glimpses of the Americans gathering
glimpses.
Thisisthetripoftheirlivcs. Two of
theOrangeCounty(Calif.)crcw,cach
justgraduated fromcollegc, have been
scheming to make this joumey since
1Othgradt:. OneofthcMis..<;Ouri teachers. 27-ycar-old Cindy Ander-;on. is
following through on daydreams that
hcgm1 in her tir.-;t high school Frcoch
dass, when~hcimaginedheingkissed
hencath the Arc de Triornphc.
At the hea<.l of the wsle ~1ands tour
manager Amanda Gardiner. a slim
29-year-old with an Australian accent
and a microphone at her chin. For

most of the last four years, she has
been shepherding young travelers
across the Continent on tours with
Con tiki Travel Europe. Gardiner first
welcomes us, then warns us.
"You are not going to get to see
everything," she says. 'This tour is a
matter ofchoices. This is what we call
our appetizer of Europe."
It's a crowded plate, and it will be
hurled at us. In the next 12 days, this
bus will cross Englancl the Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Italy, Swit7.erland and France -eightcountries, if
you count the Vatican. The package
price: $1,195, double occupancy, not
including air fare.
Among other things, this journey
IS a measure of how far Western
Civili7..ation has come from the 19thcentwydaysofsteamshlpsandGrand
Tours. In 1867, when a youngjournalist followed several doL.Cn Americans on the fm;t organized pleasure
tour from the New World to the Old
the trip was a six-month enterprise
that cost $1 ,250 per person, and delivered its takers to deeply unfamiliar
places.
"The people of those foreign
countries are very, very ignorant,"
wrote Mark Twain upon his return.
'They looked curiously atthecustoms
we had brought from the wild<; of
America.Thcyobscrvcd that we talked
loudly at the table sometimes. They
noticed that we looked out for expcnscs,andgot what weconvcnicnlly
could out of a Iiane, and wondered
where m the mischief we came from.
In Pluis. they JUSt simply opened their
eyes and stared when we spoke to
thernm French! Wenevcrdidsuccecd
in makingthoscidiotsunderst.andtheir
own language."
Twain's account of the trip became his first hook. 'The lnnocenLc;
Ahroad," and launched him toward
international !rune.

So much for ancient history. The
explorers here on Con tiki Tour HP 31 I
are young in a new time. Twain, at 32
years ofage, was 20 years younger than
most of his fellow travelers. L at the
sameageasTwain,amadccadebeyond
most of those aboard the bus. They
comefrom the first generation of travelers with CNN to prepare them, jumbo
jets to deliver them, McDonald's and
the Hard Rock Cafe to comfort them.
and no Iron Curtain to impede them.
Surely, their Europe will be like no one
else's.
Southbound on the bus. Eagles
hannonizing on the sound system.
Narrow streets give way to the broad
green meadows ofthe English countryside. Ahead, a ferry wiU cany us across
theEnglishChannelonourwaytoward
Amsterdam.
The day begins at 6:30 a.m. in the
parking lot ofLondon'sRoyal National
Hotel, when driver David Hook pulled
open the various hatches and doors of
bus 9101, and four-dozen groggy adventurers in T-shirts and shorts climbed
in clutching complimentary rainbowcolored Contiki knapsacks. Now. several hours down the road, the women of
the Orange County gang are flirting
with Hook (another 29-year-old Australian) and comparing impressions of
London.
"'Therearc so many people walking
around," says Shannon Savala's 22year-old sister. Kelley. "It's like New
York. And so many buses."
Sheand theothersam ved in London
a few days early. picnicked at Hyde
Park, broy,scd Harrods, and took in a
heapinghelpingofnightlife. They drank
at a pub on Regent Street. and danced at
a Piccadilly Circus disco called the
Hippodrome. stumbled into and out of
a gay bar ncar Leicester Square. They
also took a tour of famous London
murder scenes. Amid much happ:y
chatter about Jack the Ripper and his

teChnique, a souvenir book of grisly
photographs is handed from seat to
seaL
·'Europe is what you do when you
grcwjuate," says Cheri Pies!. 22, of
Anaheim, Calif., who just finished a
bachelor's degree in marketing at
CalifomiaSLateUniversity,Fullerton.
"You go for a long time and enjoy it.
because you might not ever go back."
In Paris, ncarthcendofthis tour. Piest
will hook up with her mother and.
extend hertripwith further adventures
in France.
A few minutes later and two rows
back. f(jran Mehta of Austratia turns
to me with a question.
·'Why," she whispers, "are
Americans so loud'!'
This stwnps me, until! remember
that there are two dOICn quiet
Americans seated behind her - the
Indiana law students. I am among
them an hour or so later, when we
draw near the famous WhiteCliJTs of
Dover, and find DoverCastle looking
down from a blufftop to green hills
and several dozen grazing sheep. One
of the quiet Americans points out her
window.
"That," says Tricia Taylor, 23, of
Merrillville, Ind., "would
make a cool ptcture. ·'
She and her scaU11ate. 22-year-old
MikeBellich.alsoofMcrrillville,have
just tinished their first year of Ia'"
school. After this trip. they will spend
six weeks at Cambridge in a summer
study program. About a \\Cek from
now. writing in her journaL Taylor
will interrupt her tales ol discover} and t:xcitcmenl to make
the following list of things she
misses.
"Shower curtains. Taco Bells.
Fn..-e bathrooms. Icc. Soft toilet paper.
Garbagecansinbathrooms.Drinking
fountams. Newspapers in English.
Efficiency and quick service. Mom."
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Volleyball team captures
Streaks
tournament championship
Colleen Creamer
Sports Ed1tor
John Carroll's women's volleyhallteam continued their winning ways as they placed first at
the Marietta InvitatiOnal last
weekend. improving their -,cason
record to 17-3.
The tournament marked the
th1rd consecutive \\eekend in
wh1ch the Streaks have come home
with an invite championship
The opening day of the tournamem proved to he n hit of a
struggle for the strcah as the)
needed three games to defeat
Frankilin (15-6. 13 15. 15-5).
The last match of the day
ended up heing the only loss of the
tournament for the Streaks as the)
were defeated in three games by
Wittenhcrg ( 15-9. 5-I S. I 1-15).
The shaky start on l;rida)
seemed to motivate the team for
the tournamem's second day.
On Saturday, they won all
four of their matches to capture
the championsrup.
The Streaks started the day

off by defeating Oh1o Athletic
Conference foe Mount Union 15
2, 15-7. They then defeated Mo.irietta and Hanover, and ended
Alma's hopes of a championship
by defeating them 15-10. 15 -4
Junior Stacy Mullally. who last
week established herself as the
all-time kills leader in John
Carroll's history, again Y.as a
donHnant force in the tournament.
Her strong play Y.asrecognited as
she was chosen as the tournament' s
Most Valuable Player.
Head
coach
Gretchen
Weithrecht wasob\ iously pleased
with the past weeks performance.
and is excited about the efforts put
forth hy her team.
"Th1s was very much a team
effon . The play on Frida) night
woke us up for Saturday. and we
went in and didn't lose one game."
Weichtbrecht was also pleased
with the performance of seller
Leslie Mahl.
"Leslie has really picked up
her defensive play which has re
ally made a big difference."

The Streaks \\Cre helped by the
fact that for the lirst time th1s
season, there were no injuries go.
ing into the tournament.
The SpiJ...crs have started
quickly this season as their 17-3
record indiC..ltcs. The losses seem
to he learning e>.pcnences for the
teams as they have yet to lose two
matches 111 a fO\\ •
The past three tournamcnh
have enabled the team to prepare
for the Ohin Athctic Conference
matchc~. where the) will he defending their championshtp :-.ta-

of the week

Chad Rankin

Stacy ~lullally

IUS.

The Junior volleyball player was chosen
Most Valuable Player
of the Marietta Tournament. She also recently broke John
Carroll's a11-time kills
record. She now has
259 kills this season.

As a result ol the teams '\trong
play this season. they were ranked
15th in the latest American Vol
leyball Coaches Association Di
\ ision III poll
The Lady Streaks hope to
continue the1r strong play as they
prepare for the horne opener on
Saturday against Capi tal, Denison,
and Walsh. The team opens OA C
play on Tuesday September 30
when they travel to Oberlin for a
7:00 match.

The sophomore
running back rushed
for 146 yards on 23
carries last week. It
was his second I00+
rushing performance
of the season. Rankin
was named OAC
player of the week.

Cross Country teams have opposite results
Colleen Creamer
Sports Editor
John Carroll's men's and
women's cross country teams
turned in vastly different performances last weekend at the
Muskingum Invitational. a" the
men's team finished last. and the
women finished first.
The men, struggling through a
rebuilding season. finished seventh out of as many teams. Otterbein claimed first place with 31
points. folloY.ed by Mount Union
with 42. John Carroll finished the
uay with I 81 points.
The young streaks were leu by
Jim Barbour who was the 32nd
runner to cross the finbh line. but
the first for John Carroll lie fin-

ished the five mile course in
30:47:58.
Charles Martin was the second
blue streak to cross the finish line
as he finished 35th overall.•·
Many of the runners for the
men's team arc underclassman
who are just beginning to gain
experience. and will strive to improve as the season progresses.
The next oppurtunity for the
men to gain experience will be
this Saturday as they travel to take
part in the Wooster Invitational at
li:OOa.m
Experience is something the
women· steam IS fortunate to have
The tall) streaks arc led h) live
Seniors who have run consistently
well this season. and led the team

last weekend to a first place finish.
The semors, Julie Koscinski,
Sue Stukus. Beth Kramer, Jen
Alfredo, and Amy Wollett, all
finished in the top ten at the
Muskingum Invitational.
Koscinski , was the first Carroll
runn r to ro:.lo the mi h lin
she finished 2nd overall with a
time of21 :07:31
Stukus and Kramer finished
4th and 5th respectively, Alfredo
took 7th place, and Wollctt finished lOth.
The younger streaks contributed as \\ell as sophomore
Gretchen Schultt finished I lth.
and freshmen Amy Fenske 12th.
The strong performance enabled the streaks to capture first

place with 28 points. The closest the times. The girls ran very well.
competitor was Heidelberg who they rose to the challenge "
It won't be the last lime the
came in second with 81 points.
The team may have finished runners will face that challcngmg
even nigher if not for the absence course. as the OAC championof two sport star Danielle Sluga ships arc scheduled to he held
who was participating for the there at the end of the season
· mor Jen Allrt!OO 1 p !>ed ~,............-..._
'anoll
· r t~l. ' luga fmished second overall in rhc last with the performance oft he team .
"Everyone really ran a great
mce she part1c1patcd in. Although
she is an valuable asset to both race It \\US great that \\e (the
sports, she is undoubtedly an- scn1ors) all finished in the top ten.
other link to the strong chain of It's as if four years of hard work is
paying off"
Carroll runners.
The upcoming weekend will
Although their times were
prO\'c
to be challenging for the
slower than their previous meet. 11
as the) travel to Notre
streaks
1s not something \\hich concerns
Dame
(IN)
to take part tn the
head coach Grove Jewett.
NatiOnal
Catholic
In vitational on
"It was a very difficult course
so we weren't as concerned with Frirclay at3:00.

( ATTENTION FRESHMEN and SOPHOMORES )

Communication
Department
"Meet Your Major"
Night September, 29,
1993
7:30pm
T.V. Studio
Refreshments!
See You
There!!

What do you know about requirements about you intended major'?

(Wh8t are your option~

What concentration, minor. interdisciplinary
program would best complement your intended major?

"M:EE]_YOUR MAJOR PROGRAMS"
Fall 1991 Schedule

Department
1. Finance
2. Art History & Humanities
3. Education
4. Economics
5. Communications
6. Classical/Modem Languages
7. Management/Marketing
8. Physics
9. Psychology
10. Mathematics/Computer Science
II. Accounting
12. Biology
13. History
14. Philosophy
15. Religious Studies
16. Sociology
17. Political Science
18. English
l9. Physical Education
20. Military Science
21. Chemistry

Date
Wednesday, October 13
Thursday, October 28
Tuesday, October 19
Tuesday, October 12
Wednesday, September 29
Wednesday, October 6
Wednesday. October 6
TBA
Tuesday, October 19
Wednesday, November 3
Wednesday, October 20
Wednesday, September 22
Tuesday, October26
Tuesday, October 12
Wednesday, November 10
Wednesday, November 3
Wednesday, September 22
Tuesday, Novcrnhcr 2
TBA
TBA
Thursday, October 28

7:00
4:30
7:30
7:00
7:30
3:30
4:30

Dean's Conference Room
AD 305
President's Dining Room
Jardine Room
TV Studio
AD 226
President's Dining Room

7:00
5:30
7:00
7:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
3:30
7:00
7:30

Murphy Room
SC 256
Murphy Room
Jardine Room
President's Dining Room
President's Dining Room
Religious Studies
Sociology Department
Murphy Room
President's Dining Room

7:00 SC 256

Mark these dates on your calendar now to explore several majors
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Defense fuels
streaks over
Capital
Matt Milewski
Stoff Reporter

John Carroll's defense carne
storming onto the field last Sat
urday and didn't let up until the
final gun sounded in a convinci ng
25 0 victory over Capital Uni
versity before 2,627 fans at
Wasmer Field in the Ohio Athletic Conference opener for both
teams
After giving up a total of 555
yards offense to Alma last week,
the Blue Streaks (2-0) dominated
the Crusaders ( l-0), who managed
only 174 yards and nine first
downs.
Senior nose guard Matt
Wamement, who recorded two
sacks, said that the defense "came
out looking for the shutout," and
that's exactly what they got
Carroll's offense, though not
perfect, was more than adequate.
They got on the board for the first
time with 6:42left to go in the first
quarter.
On the first play of their second drive, junior quarterback P.J.
Insana, who completed 8 of his 19
attempts for 162 yards and two
touchdowns, threw a 59 yard pass
to junior tight end Brian Ash, who
had to drag a "defender from the
five yard line into the end ;rone to
score. A poor snap gave holder
Ryan Haley trouble, however, and
the extra point attempt was no
good. The first quarter ended with
Carroll ahead 6-0.
After the touchdown both of
fenses failed to produce fora while,
until JCU got a jump stan from its
defense.
Three plays after Capital had
blocked a Mario Valente field goal
attempt, junior safety Chris
Cochran intercepted a pass from
Crusader quarterback Buck Shaw
at the Carroll 45 yard line.
Six of the next seven plays
were runs by sophomore Chad
Rankin (23 runs. 146 yards), the
other play being a nine yard
completion from Insana to junior
split end Sean Williams. That put
the Blue Streaks at the Capital 25
yard line. Following an Insana
incompletion, Rankin ran the ball
once more, this time going for 25

yards and a touchdown. This time
Valente's kick was good. and
Carroll led 13-0 with 4:33 lefl in
the half.
Capital was able to manage one
first down after the ensuing touchdown before punting and JCU had
the ball once again, this time at
their own 32 with 2: 16 left on the
clock.
On second and ten, Insana hit
senior flanker Jon Beech with a 24
yard pass. Two plays later Insana
scrambled 15 yards to the Crusader 28 yard line. Two Rankin
carries of ll and 12 yards, respectively, gave the Blue Streaks a
first and goal at the five.
Senior fullback Gregg
Genovese was given the ball on
two straight carries and took it in
for the touchdown on the second
one.
Carroll elected to go for two
points on the conversion, but the
pass fell incomplete and with 39
seconds left in the half they led
19-0.
John Carroll had another opportunity to score before the end
of the half when they recovered a
fumble by quarterback Buck
Shaw. Insana completed a quick
pass to Williams for a nine yard
gain, setting up a 37 yara field
goal attempt for Valente, but the
kick was then blocked to continue
the Blue Streak's special team's
woes.
The scoring was finished with
II :48 left in the fourth quarter
when Insana hit Genovese for a 12
yard touchdown pass. Valente
missed the extra point, and the
final score was 25-0.
JCU head coach Tony DeCarlo
was pleased with his team' s performance, and said that his team's
goal is to improve every week.
"We made some mistakes, but
we're improving, we're working
hard," he said.
There were definitely some
mistakes.
Late in the third quarter
they had the ball with second
at goal at the six.
One carry, two incomplete
passes and a penalty later they
were punting on fourth and goal

. . . -------.,
Buy a 2 toppmg I

Counesy Sports lnformauon

Senior Gregg Genovese scored two touchdowns in last Saturdays victory over Capital.
from the 32.
In the founh quarter, they had
a second down and three at the
Capital! 0 yard line but fumbled it
away to the Crusaders.
However, the positives outweighed the negatives by far. For
the sP.cond straight week Carroll
used turnovers to their advantage.
L 1st week they forced five
Alma turnovers, and Saturday they
got four more.
Over the first two weeks,
their giveaway/take away ratio is an impressive+7. They were
also more efficient in third downs
this week, converting 5 of 14
compared to 2 of II last week.
Right now the Blue Streaks are
preparing for their first away game
of the year at Heidelberg.
Coach DeCarlo says that he
expects another tough game, and
that his team will be ready to try to
win their third game of the year.
Kick-off for the second conference game is scheduled for
Saturday l :30 p.m.

Young streaks
•
win season opener
Jude Killy
Assistant Sports Editor

Beating Baldwin Wallace is
always on the list of priorities for
any athletic team at John Carroll.
The records don't seem to matter
when Carroll faces their crosstown rivals, and the slates were
clean when Baldwin Wallaces'
junior varsity football ream visited Wasmer field to take on the
young blue streaks.
The streaks captured their first
victory of the season under head
coach Greg Demeljak by defeating the yellow-jackets 20-7.
The first year coach was pleased
with his teams performance on
both sides of the ball..
"The defense did a great job.
The offense had no turnovers and
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moved the ball on the ground very
effectively.
The nucleus of the team is a
group of sophomores, including
quarterback Ryan Surmay who led
the way by completing 8 of 14
passes for 168 yards and one
touchdown.
Another sophomore, fullback, Rob Farley added a 2
yard touchdown run.
The scoring was capped off by
the defense when outside linebacker John Anglante, also a
sophomore, intercepted a pass and
returned it 30-yards for touchdown.
Derncljak feels good about the
future of the program.
"We have a really good varsity
program due in part to guys playingjunior varsity as sophomores.
They are preparing themselves
for the opportunity to play as
juniors and seniors."
The young streaks are preparing for their second game of the
season, also against Baldwin
Wallace.
The game is scheduled to be
played on Monday October 18, at
Baldwin Wallace. Kick-off will
be at 4:00p.m.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

0

CALL

BIRTHRIGHT

LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND

228·5998

486-2800

PARMA

661·6400

HOTLINE 1·800-550-4900
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"DAN< IN"'
ACROSS

FEEBLE MIND

1 Roll's companion
5 Walks baclc and forth
10 Chat's companion
14 Arttu d tennis fame
15 Favoritemartlle
16 Ascend

MARK RAKOCY

CARROLL NEWS TIME KILLERS

17 Mr. Kelton
Italian dance
Each

18
20
21
22
23
'25
27
29
33
34
35

lvl lnllanvnatory stdflx ~1--1--1--1

Horse opera
To make tardy

Coiffure's specialty
Attendant
Tapless dance
Including words

SacrVIces

Pay and gran follower
36 Pieces partner
37 Vegas night club
38 Short JUY

r.:-+--+--~

A PUZZLE FOR BUSY PEOPLE.
(Cut along lines and reassemble)

Do the two horizontal lines inside
the box look curved or straight? If
you think they're curved, you're
wrong. They are actually straight,
parallel lines. Check for yourself
with a straight edg~.

39 Surprising expres$lon

40
41
42
44
45

46
47
50
51
54
57
58
59
60
61
62

63

Spreadsheet program
Student In 40 down
Hare ralslng d811C8
Hllman
Sacred Image
'92 Elvis'portrait
Word with Inner or outer
Bridge section
Western Hem. Org.
ThanksgMng dance ?
Tex. neighbor
N. Y. State canal
Eataway
Virginia fishing dance ?
Mell's companion
Sat
Peepers

DOWN
1 File

2 Bone combining fonn
3 Flapper's dance
4 Barbie's dance partner
5 Pitter partner
6 One more time

7 Autos
43 Buffalo commemorative
B Timetable abv.
44Uttered
9 0. C. VIP
46 Type d china
10 Ointments
47 Two
11 Sword handle
48 Unad~erated
12 Smallsland
49 Grape seed
13 Rip
50 Broadway angels'
19 Wrongdoings
delights
21 Suffix for followers
52 Sheltered from the wind
24 Army addresses
53 Mr. Mineo & others
25 Frog's habitat
55 Yeah!
26 Newt
56 Temp. restraining order
27 Skewer content
57 Underground asset
28 Mr. Root
29 Rooster's prime time
30 Fun dance
r:::r.,..,...,,.;;;;:~=--=-~~
31 Word with oR or drab ~:~;,e;~:;~;;~;!.;;l~!:!.:::.l-!.l
32 Weight Watcher can- F-F.~;slil,l,i,~~~i!+~
didate
34 Conductor's tool
37 NYC neighborhood
38 Michael Jordan forte ~:Ef:1!1.;li,;l-rl.::+.=:#i~..!+-~
40 French high school
41 Ardor
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ETHAN KUCHARSKI
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Excellent Extra Income- envelope stuffing, $600-$800
every week. Free Details:
SASE to International Inc. 1375
Coney Island Ave. Brooklyn,
NY 11230.
Fundraiser- all it takes is a
small group with a little energy
and a lot of excitement to earn
$500-$1500 in just one week.
Call 800-592-2121 ext. 312.

MEDIATELY! Set your own
hours. No experience necessary. For more information call
237-5708.
Wanted-Woman college student to provide companionship for our two daughters,
ages 12 and 14 in our Shaker
Hts. home. Some light housekeeping. Hours 3-7 pm MonFri. Car necessary.
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Greeks- Clubs. Student Over 1000-comics & trading
for
sale!
Groups. Raise as much as you cards
want
in
one
week. DC,Marvel,complete
$100,$600,$1500. Market ap- miniseries, mis<;. _All items
plications for Citibank, VISA, Very Fine to Near Mint. For a
IMCJ, SEARS, AMOCO, etc. list, write Bill Bartsch, Box I
Call for your FREET-SHIRT 393. Include your nam e. 1
andtoqualify forFREETripto phone/box#.
1
MTV Spring Break '94. Call 1- ~
-- - - 800-932-0528, ext.65.
GREEKS&CLUB-Raise up
-to$1000injustoneweek.For I
DIALAMERICA- This job I yourfrat,sorority,orclub.Pius
will help you develop market- 1$1000 for yourself. And a
ing and communication skills. FREE T-SHTRT just for callExperience great for resume. , ing 1-800-932-0528 ext. 75.
WE OFFER: am/pm hours, top
pay, paid training. TO Spring Brcak-7 nights from
QUALIFY: must be eager to $299. Includes: Air, hotel.
learn. money motivated. de- transfers. parties and more.
pendable and articulate. Call NASSAU•PARADISl
TSLANIXANCUN•JAMAICA
333-3367.
•SAN JUAN. Organize a small
Lady Remington- is expand- group-Earn FREE trip plus
ing in this area. Full- or part- commiss ions. 1-800-GF T
time positions available IM- SUN-I.
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Carroll hooters open OAC
play with win over Otterbein
Jude

Kil~

Ass1stont Sports Editor

Senior fullback Matt Sullivan

Coon.:.\y Sport> lnfonnauon

Victory wasn't pretty Saturday
when the John Carroll University
men's soccer team opened Ohio
Athletic Conference play by
downing Otterhcin2-l ,at Wasmer
Field.
JCU head coach Ali Katemaini
summed up his teams win very
easily; "It was ugly," he said.
"But good teams win the ugly
ones."
However, the whole game
wasn't ugly.
Sen1or forward Pete Duggan
ass1sted freshman halfback Adrian
Del Busso 's first half goal, putting
the B luc Streaks on top 1-0. Soon
after. Duggan netted a goal of his
own, inflating the Streaks lead to
2 goals to none.
Otterbein narrowed that margin to 2-1 with 13:24 remaining in
the first period of play. But they
couldn't muster enough offense
to tic the game.
"We're doing all those things
we need to win games," Straub
said.
One of those things is

playing defense
So far this season the Blue
Streak defense has had touhle
dealing with the loss of former
JCU standout and defensive sta
bilizer Matt Pelino who graduated
last May.
Going into play last weekend,
the Streaks had started six differ
ent line-ups in the backfield 1n as
many games. But, after surrendering I I goals in the first three
games of the year, the line up in
back has clo~d the gate to would be
goalscorer's by allowing only two
goals in the last three games.
Sophomore fullback Tred
Hurst felt something click on
Saturday; "This wasourbcstgame
of the season," he said. " I think
we've finally found our niche."
Hurst and company felt more
stable defensively, but Kazemaini
isn 'tsure things are quite right just
yet.
"We're still trying to get it in
the back," KaLemaini said. "I
won't be surprised if I juggle it
again," the former Cleveland State
University and professional mdoor soccer star added.

Comfortable or not. the Streaks
arc on a roll.
After starting out 0-2 with
losses to nationally ranked Kenyon
and Ohio Weslyan. the men's
squad fell to 0-3 when they suffered defeat at the hands of
Malone.
"After Malone, that was our
wake-up call," said Hurst, who
has chipped in on defense to help
the Sreaks get on this roll. "We
knew our season had to stan .. .it's
do or die from here on out."
Since that Malone game all the
men's team has done is put together
a three game winning s1reak. in
which they outscored their
oppenents I0 to 2.
It all began with a Mike Lyons
(junior goal keeper) shutout against
Allegheny. 2-0, and continued
with a 6-1 pounding of Case
Western Reserve last week. Now,
the Streaks have added the fi rst
OAC victim to the victory list.
"As a unit we're playing a lot
better than last year," Straub said.
The men's squad will take part
in the Wilmington Tournament
on Sept. 25 and 26.

ALL COMPUTERS ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL. SOME HAVE NO EQUAL

~---·-

STAR LEASING
ACCEPTANCE CORP.

1-800-887-7827
24HOURS

COMPAQ Contura 486 Notebook Computer
• BIW VGA Screen
• 120MB HD

FREE!!

COMPAO Deskpro 386/25Mhz
• 4 MB RAM
• Quicken
• SVGA Color Monitor
• Mouse pad

• Mouse
• Windows 3. I
• DOS 6.0
• Personal Law firm - Contract generator
• COMPAQ Personal audio system with voice command

• FREE EPSON AP-2250 PRINTER TO
THE FIRST 10 THAT RESPOND
• JUST $100.00 DOWN/and $47.90 per
month (No application or set-up fees)

--

Payment\ hascd on a 36-month clo~ end lea<c: "ith SI.OO pu~h•~ option ~nd a S500.00 down ~)mcnt, \lilth Dppro'<"<l credtl S1.1r l<':l\ing
AccepL111CC Corp i\ a divt\JOO of Credico Scmces LTO. and EJW Holding Company Pric~ nnd prooOCt ov;ulabtlny 'UbJCct 10 chan~ wnhoul
!lOt..-.:

• 120MB HD
• Enhanced B/W VGA Monitor
• Nickel Cadmium Battery

$1,096 of

• Modem
~Software & Accessories
• Wordperfect
•Norton PC Anywhere
• Extra Battery
HP Deskjet Portable
• Aux. Battery
• Nylon Carry Case
Printer
• After DARK for W1ndow~
$500 Value
• Quicken for Wmdows
• The Far Side Daily Planner $99.50 per month

• 120 MB HD
• Wordperfect
• Modem

COMPAQ Contura386 NQt~book Compyt~r

$68.50 per month
Add a Full Color VGA Screen & Pay Onlv $95/Month

Other Sxstem~ & Printers Available
• Pana~onic
• ffiM
•Apple

• Okidata
• Hewlett Packard
• Epson

• Company
• NEC
• Laser
• CD-ROM

STARTING AS LOW AS
$6.03 per month

ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE
• Mouse • DOS 6.0 • Windows
• Free Delivery/Set-up • l Hr Free Training
• 3 Yr Warrenty -- Non pro-rated
• 5 Hrs Free Help Desk Support
• $ J .00 Purchase Option at End of Lease

FREE

Athletic Bag
With
Every Purchase

Add a
CD-ROM
for ao; little as
$11.30 per month

